CONTINUING SERIES

(P) Denotes: Premieres
(F) Denotes: Finales

THE PAYNES
Fridays (9 p.m. – 9:30 p.m. ET/PT)
In Tyler Perry’s new comedy series “The Paynes,” Cassi Davis and LaVan Davis reprise their roles as Ella and Curtis Payne from the hit series “House of Payne.” As Curtis and Ella are enjoying their retirement, a death in the family takes them on the road to Florida, where Curtis is roped into a real estate deal that will tumble their lives like clothes in a dryer – with plenty of laughs and life lessons along the way. “The Paynes” also stars Emmy-winner Jackée Harry, Stephanie Charles, Markice Moore, JD McCrary, Sanai Victoria and Anthony O. Dalton.

(P) Friday, February 2 (9 p.m. – 9:30 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: A Fugitive In Payne
Nyla (Stephanie Charles) fears that her actions will leave her with life-altering consequences. Meanwhile, Ella (Cassi Davis) attempts to save the day. The series also stars Emmy-winner Jackée Harry as JoAnn.

(P) Friday, February 9 (9 p.m. – 9:30 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: The Waiting Game
Curtis (LaVan Davis) and Ella (Cassi Davis) continue to wait for the police to arrive at the laundromat after Nyla (Stephanie Charles) disappears. Later, the children reveal startling news about Nyla’s relationship with Kendrick (Matthew Law). The series also stars Emmy-winner Jackée Harry as JoAnn.

(P) Friday, February 16 (9 p.m. – 9:30 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Better Than Nothing
Curtis (LaVan Davis) and Ella (Cassi Davis) debate about taking in Nyla (Stephanie Charles) and her kids. Ella talks to Nyla about how her relationship is affecting her children. The series also stars Emmy-winner Jackée Harry as JoAnn.

(P) Friday, February 23 (9 p.m. – 9:30 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: A Payneful Night
Nyla’s (Stephanie Charles) disrespectful behavior is wearing out her welcome at the Paynes’ house.

IF LOVING YOU IS WRONG
Wednesdays (10 p.m. – 11 p.m. ET/PT)
Tyler Perry’s “If Loving You Is Wrong” delves into the lives of neighbors and friends-turned-frenemies: Alex (Amanda Clayton), Kelly (Edwina Findley Dickerson), Marcie (Heather Hemmens), Esperanza (Zulay Henao) and Natalie (April Parker-Jones). Season three continues to unfold as the neighborhood that once was the perfect picture of suburban life is still dealing with the repercussions of the scandalous affair that tore apart two marriages, and
jeopardized every friendship the couples held close. The series also stars Joel Rush, Eltony Williams, Aiden Turner, Charles Malik Whitfield, Denzel Wells and Jay Hunter.

(P) Wednesday, February 7 (10 p.m. – 11 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: The Battleground State
Randal (Eltony Williams) gets some high-powered assistance as he works to destroy Marcie (Heather Hemmens). Kelly’s (Edwina Findley Dickerson) son Justice (Timmy Richardson) is traumatized by his mother's troubles.

(P) Wednesday, February 14 (10 p.m. – 11 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Golfer
Marcie (Heather Hemmens) finds who she hopes to be a strong ally in her fight against Randal (Eltony Williams). Brad (Aiden Turner) gives Alex (Amanda Clayton) an ultimatum that forces her to make a promise she will have a hard time keeping.

(P) Wednesday, February 21 (10 p.m. – 11 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Rock Solid
Randal (Eltony Williams) sounds alarm bells informing the police and Larry’s (guest star Donovan Christie Jr.) law firm that Larry may be missing and in danger.

(P) Wednesday, February 28 (10 p.m. – 11 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: In God’s Hands
Lushion (Charles Malik Whitfield) confronts Eddie (Joel Rush) about Larry’s (guest star Donovan Christie Jr.) whereabouts. Randal (Eltony Williams) confronts Dr. Raston (guest star Debra Stipe) with a criminal accusation.

THE HAVES AND THE HAVE NOTS
Tuesdays (9 p.m. – 10 p.m. ET/PT)
Tyler Perry’s “The Haves and the Have Nots,” starring John Schneider and Tika Sumpter, portrays the ongoing drama between the wealthy Cryer and Harrington families and the poor Young family. The most explosive season yet picks up with no one unscathed by scandal, destruction, life-threatening moments and even death. The series also stars Angela Robinson, Renée Lawless, Crystal Fox, Peter Parros, Aaron O’Connell, Tyler Lepley and Gavin Houston.

(P) Tuesday, February 6 (9 p.m. – 10 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Errand Boy
Justin (Nicholas James) tries to convince Jeffrey (Gavin Houston) of his love. Candace (Tika Sumpter) and Benny (Tyler Lepley) fight to keep their relationship.

(P) Tuesday, February 13 (9 p.m. – 10 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Hanna’s Tea
Veronica (Angela Robinson) returns home after a stay in the hospital. Candace (Tika Sumpter) and Jeffrey’s (Gavin Houston) secret crime begins to catch up with them. Hanna (Crystal Fox) meets a new man.

(P) Tuesday, February 20 (9 p.m. – 10 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Every Six Months
Candace (Tika Sumpter) gets released from jail while David (Peter Parros) fights to get Jeffrey (Gavin Houston) out of jail.

(P) Tuesday, February 27 (9 p.m. – 10 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Wicked
Sarah (Bree Condon) and George (Fang Du) make great progress in prosecuting the Cryers. Meanwhile, Veronica (Angela Robinson) concocts a scheme against David (Peter Parros).

HOME MADE SIMPLE WITH LAILA ALI
Saturdays (9 a.m. – 10 a.m. ET/PT)
Emmy award-winning “Home Made Simple with Laila Ali” creates homes that deserving families love to live in. The show pairs inspiring families, a team of professional designers, carpenters and special guest artists, who work together with the families to create simple solutions to everyday home challenges and design dilemmas. Host Laila Ali works alongside families as they transform their living, work and play spaces, revealing the compelling and inspiring stories of the families behind the makeovers. Laila, who describes herself as a “home cook,” will also teach the families delicious, easy recipes from her upcoming cookbook.

(P) Saturday, February 3 (9 a.m. - 10 a.m. ET/PT) Episode: Olympic Champion Allyson Felix Surprises Her Beloved Aunt
Host Laila Ali meets up with six-time Olympic gold medalist Allyson Felix. The track and field champion calls upon the “Home Made Simple” team to make over her beloved aunt’s family room. Laila makes a North African-inspired chickpea bowl.

SPECIALS

OPRAH AT THE APOLLO
Premieres Tuesday, February 27 (10 p.m. – 11 p.m. ET/PT)
In one-on-one conversations, Oprah Winfrey discusses how we can live a life filled with values, character, purpose and meaning during the turbulent times we live in. Guests include Salma Hayek Pinault, Oscar nominated actress, film producer and dedicated activist; Stephen Colbert, host of “The Late Show” and New York Times bestselling author; Lin-Manuel Miranda, writer and star of the Broadway blockbuster “Hamilton” for which he was awarded the Pulitzer Prize; Yara Shahidi of “Black-ish” and star of spin-off “Grown-ish,” outspoken advocate for educating girls and encouraging millennials to vote; Trevor Noah, comedian, political commentator, bestselling author and host of “The Daily Show” and Jordan Peele, producer, writer and director of the Oscar nominated film “Get Out” that sparked a national dialogue on race.
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